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8:00pm This Old House Hour
Arlington Italianate Project finale: Landscape designer Cricket Beauregard completes the exterior with a
pair of classically inspired urns. Tom details how he modified the master bath to accommodate a steam
shower. Malcolm and Richard check out the newly finished basement spaces. Heather shows Norm the
finished bedrooms, baths and laundry spaces. Designer Christine Tuttle shows Kevin the decor choices
that give the home a period inspired but unfussy feel. The whole group gathers in the new eat-in kitchen
to celebrate the renaissance of this Italianate home. In the second half of the hour, on ASK THIS OLD
HOUSE, it's all about kitchen renovations: Tom and Kevin help a homeowner install new cabinets;
Richard shows many options for countertops; and Kevin visits the Cleveland home and restaurant
kitchens of Chef Michael Symon for ideas and inspiration. (Next Air 05/02/14 01:00am)
9:00pm

Bletchley Circle
Repeat of 04/28/14 02:00am
Uncustomed Goods, Part 1
Millie's import/export sideline leads to her abduction by a crime ring involved in trading perfume,
cigarettes and stockings - and in human trafficking. After her release, Millie is determined to help those
sold into prostitution. Millie, Jean, Lucy and Alice decide to tip off Customs and Excise to intercept a
contraband shipment and catch the traffickers. Millie is abducted and taken to a seedy hotel, where she
meets a young Eastern European girl who indicates that the crime ring is involved in sex trafficking.
Jasper, Millie's black market partner who was caught skimming money, has also been kidnapped and
badly beaten. Millie persuades Marta, the crime family matriarch, to let her take over Jasper's operation.
After her release, Millie convinces Alice, Jean and Lucy that they should help the trafficked girls. The
four women make a horrifying discovery.
10:00pm Antiques Roadshow
Repeat of 04/29/14 02:00am
Anaheim, Hour Two
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW travels to Anaheim, California, where host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser
Richard Johnston head to Rickenbacker International Corporation to discuss vintage electric guitars.
Highlights include two pairs of performance shoes that belonged to "The Beverly Hillbillies" star Buddy
Ebsen; a jade jewelry collection that includes a necklace, ring and earrings, appraised for $30,000 to $
36,000; and an oil painting titled Sacre-Couer et Moulin, by French artist Maurice Utrillo, valued at
$80,000 to $120,000.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm

California's Golden Parks
Repeat of 04/18/14 07:30pm
Big Basin
First up in our new series is Big Basin Redwoods State Park in the Santa Cruz Mountains. Established in
1902, it's actually California's oldest State Park and is celebrating its centennial this year. Home to the
largest continuous stand of Coast Redwoods south of San Francisco, as well as numerous waterfalls,
abundant wildlife, and incredible scenery - this is a trip you will not want to miss.
8:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

Next Air 05/03/14 01:00am

8:30pm

Charlie Rose: The Week

Next Air 05/03/14 01:30am

9:00pm Pennsylvania Ballet at 50
This special showcases one of Philadelphia's cultural treasures, Pennsylvania Ballet, and honors the
company's golden anniversary. Featured are the pas de deux from After the Rain by Christopher
Wheeldon, Under the Sun Pas de Deux by Margo Sappington and "Diamonds" from Jewels by George
Balanchine. Included are interviews with Barbara Weisberger, Pennsylvania Ballet founder, and Roy
Kaiser, artistic director of the company. (Next Air 05/03/14 02:00am)
10:00pm Craft In America - Industry
"Industry" explores the business of the handmade, going into workshops where artists are crafting the
future and making contributions to the local and national economies. The program highlights the
important connection between the consumer and the maker and explores the value of exquisitely crafted
handmade objects in today's creative economy. (Next Air 05/03/14 03:00am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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Television:
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5:00

5:30

This Old House
Hour

6:00am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

6:30am

Angelina Ballerina: The Next Steps

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 05/01/14 08:00am

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

Repeat of 05/01/14 08:30am

8:00am

Peg + Cat

Repeat of 04/29/14 09:00am

8:30am

Dinosaur Train

Repeat of 04/28/14 09:30am

9:00am

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

Repeat of 04/27/14 04:30pm

9:30am

Victory Garden's Ediblefeast

10:00am This Old House

Repeat of 05/01/14 11:00am

Repeat of 04/26/14 10:30am

10:30am This Old House
11:00am Ask This Old House
11:30am Hometime
12:00pm Woodwright's Shop
12:30pm P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
1:00pm

Grand View

1:30pm

Best of the Joy of Painting

2:00pm

Sewing with Nancy

2:30pm

Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting

3:00pm

Things Green with Nick Federoff

3:30pm

Motorweek

4:00pm

Immense Possiblities

4:30pm

Above The Line

5:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

5:30pm

Forum, The

6:00pm

Classic Gospel

Repeat of 05/01/14 07:30pm

7:00pm Lawrence Welk Show - Music Memories
Guest: Bob Ralston. Myron, Bobby, & Cissy set the stage for some great musical memories with the
"Pennsylvania Polka". Arthur Duncan salutes Bill "Bojangles" Robinson, Myron and JoAnn Castle
perform a rare accordion duet, "Just Because" and Norma leads the entire cast in "God Bless America" as
a salute to Kate Smith.
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8:00pm Navy Heroes of Normandy
On June 6, 1944, more than 52,000 American sailors on board thousands of ships arrived off a quiet
stretch of coast in Normandy, France. Operation Neptune-Overlord was the largest amphibious and
landing assault operation in the history of war. On this historic day, the U. S. Navy would prove critical
to the success of the Allied invasion of Western Europe. NAVY HEROES OF NORMANDY spotlights a
dedicated group of Navy veterans who set out to ensure that the crucial role they played on that day
would never be forgotten.
9:00pm Well Read - Elizabeth Strout, The Burgess Boys
A tender, tough-minded, loving, and deeply illuminating story about the ties that bind us to family, this is
another powerful character study from Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist Strout.
9:30pm Film School Shorts - Sum of Its Parts
Crazy Glue (NYU) and Bicycle (Biola): A story about love, glue and its extraordinary bonding properties
for a husband and wife. Directed by Elizabeth Orne. Mamoru Amagaya is humiliated by a co-worker and
leaves his job. Now alone and without work, parts of Mamoru's bicycle begin to disappear. When the
only remaining piece is a lonely bell, Mamoru receives an envelope revealing where the missing bike
parts might be retrieved. Directed by Dean Yamada.
10:00pm Just Seen It
On this episode of Just Seen It, we review RIO 2, the sequel to the 20 11 animated hit. We head over to
TV for a look at FARGO, the new FX series inspired by the 1996 Coen brothers film, and then back to
movies for John Turturro's latest directorial effort, FADING GIGOLO. Finally, we wrap things up with a
look at our Most Anticipated Films of Summer 2014.
10:30pm On Story - Romantic Comedies
The screenwriters behind NEVER BEEN KISSED, SAFE HAVEN, GOING THE DISTANCE and HE'S
JUST NOT THAT INTO YOU contemplate the important balance of relationship, conflict and originality
when creating romantic comedies. Followed by the short film, DO OVER by David Fabelo, illustrating
several failed judicious attempts of mastering a first date. In this episode: Abby Kohn, Dana Stevens,
Geoff LaTulippe, Marc Silverstein.
11:00pm Austin City Limits - Juanes/Jesse & Joy
AUSTIN CITY LIMITS presents the best in Latin music with Juanes and Jesse & Joy. Colombian
superstar Juanes performs a high-energy set of his best, while Mexico City's sibling duo Jesse & Joy sing
a selection of their greatest hits.
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Repeat of 04/20/14 10:00am

10:00am Dr. Wayne Dyer: I Can See Clearly Now

Repeat of 04/06/14 10:00am

1:00pm

Suze Orman's Financial Solutions for You

Repeat of 05/04/14 08:00am

3:00pm

Religion & Ethics Newsweekly

3:30pm

McLaughlin Group

4:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

4:30pm

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

5:00pm

Moyers & Company

5:30pm

Healthy Body, Healthy Mind

6:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

6:30pm

Aviators

Repeat of 05/04/14 05:00am

7:00pm Maggie's War: A True Story of Courage, Leadership
James Megellas, affectionately known as "Maggie," led H-Company of the 504th Parachute Infantry
Regiment through some of the most horrific battles and deadliest missions of World War II, including the
Battle of Anzio, Operation Market Garden and the Battle of the Bulge. MAGGIE'S WAR chronicles the
evolution of a citizen into a fearless platoon leader, and the transformation of a young man into the most
highly decorated officer in the history of the famed 82nd Airborne Division. Seven decades later,
cameras follow Megellas, now a retired Lieutenant Colonel, on an emotional return to Europe with a
small group of family, friends and 82nd Airborne veterans. Together they visit old battlefields and war
memorials and encounter Dutch citizens still grateful for their sacrifice.
8:00pm Call The Midwife
Tom, the local curate, asks Trixie to join him for a day of cricket. She happily accepts, but their date is
disastrous and she's left feeling disappointed. Shelagh decides to talk to Dr. Turner about adopting a
baby. Patsy struggles to adapt to the unpredictable and chaotic working life that midwifery brings. When
she upsets a young mother in the clinic, she's taken off midwifery and put on to the district rota. In the
course of her work, she forms a bond with a docker and works tirelessly to find a diagnosis for his
unusual symptoms.
9:00pm Masterpiece Classic - Mr. Selfridge, Season 2 - Part 6
Members of the staff are dying at the front. Miss Mardle and her lodger fall in love. LeClair's troubles
deepen. So do Harry's.
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10:00pm Bletchley Circle - Uncustomed Goods, Part 2
Millie's import/export sideline leads to her abduction by a crime ring involved in trading perfume,
cigarettes and stockings - and in human trafficking. After her release, Millie is determined to help those
sold into prostitution. Millie, Jean, Lucy and Alice decide to tip off Customs and Excise to intercept a
contraband shipment and catch the traffickers. The women realize there's corruption in the vice squad and
decide to intercept the crime ring themselves, with Jean posing as a potential client. Lucy manages to
memorize Marta's ledger, but it's written in machine code. Returning to Bletchley Park, they locate an old
Enigma machine, break the code and tip off Customs and Excise. But Marta is on to them.
11:00pm Woodsongs - Judy Collins
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7:30pm California's Gold - Monarchs
Have you ever wondered what 100,000 Monarch Butterflies look like? Well here's your chance. Huell
travels to Pismo State Beach to visit the largest overwintering site for Monarch butterflies in the U.S.
More people visit this site than any another butterfly site in the world. Last year they had 50,000 visitors!
Every year hundreds of thousands of Monarchs fly as much as two thousand miles to reach safe
overwintering sites along California's central coast. They can fly up to one hundred miles a day at an
altitude of up to ten thousand feet. What's amazing is that none of the butterflies that make this amazing
journey have ever been here before. The butterflies have nothing but instinct to guide them. Huell gets a
special tour of this wonderful site from a Park Ranger, docents and a class from Cal Poly who studies the
Monarchs. It's a feast for the eyes.
8:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Anaheim, Hour Three
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW is in Anaheim, California, where host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Rosie
Sayyah head to Joseff Jewelry to discuss Hollywood costume jewelry. Highlights include an 18th-century
Chinese cinnabar lacquer box that was originally created as gift wrapping and is appraised for $40,000 to
$60,000; a collection of wanted posters found in southern California hotel ledgers, ca. 1900, featuring a
Butch Cassidy wanted circular; and a shadow box attributed to Joseph Cornell that was found in the trash
by the owner's father and could fluctuate in value from $100 to $150,000, depending on authentication.
9:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Minneapolis, Mn - Hour Three
The Wabasha Street Caves provide the perfect noir background for host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser
Simeon Lipman to discuss the history and collecting of flashlights. Highlights include an 1863 Ulysses S.
Grant letter; a circa 1950 Charles Shulz Li'l Folks original cartoon; and two paintings - one by Victor
Higgins, the other by Spencer - purchased together for $5, but valued at $75,100-$75,200.
10:00pm Independent Lens - A Fragile Trust: Plagiarism, Power, and Jayson Bla
Samantha Grant's film tells the shocking story of Jayson Blair, a promising young African-American
reporter for The New York Times, caught plagiarizing the work of other reporters and supplementing his
own reporting with fabricated details. The ensuing media frenzy left a major blemish on the long history
of the Times. The fact that Blair is African American was emphasized repeatedly as accounts of the
"Blair Affair" served up sordid details in a tale of deception, drug abuse, racism, mental illness,
hierarchy, white guilt and power struggles. Accusations of favoritism, lowered standards for minorities
and racism in the newsroom were hotly debated by pundits, while minority journalists said they felt as if
their work was suddenly under the microscope because of Blair's flagrant lies. (Next Air 05/07/14
04:00am)
11:30pm Katmai: Alaska's Wild Peninsula
Repeat of 04/19/14 10:30pm
Filmmaker John Grabowska reveals the wilderness of the Alaska Peninsula, a cloud-cloaked landscape
where bears outnumber people and the sockeye salmon run is the largest in the world. (Next Air
05/07/14 05:30am)
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7:30pm California's Gold - Bodie
Ever been to a real live ghost town? Well, this entire episode explores one of the last remnants of the
Wild West. Now a state historic park, Bodie is regarded as one of the largest and best preserved examples
of an authentic ghost town.
8:00pm Pioneers of Television - Acting Funny
This episode peeks behind the curtain to reveal the backstage techniques of America's favorite comedic
actors. The program features the manic improvisational style of Robin Williams, along with his comic
predecessor Jonathan Winters. They're a fascinating contrast to Tina Fey, who explains her measured,
highly prepared approach. The episode also highlights the all-time #1 Emmy winner for comedy acting:
Cloris Leachman.
9:00pm Secrets of the Dead - The Lost Gardens of Babylon
This film examines a world wonder so elusive, most people have decided it must be mythical. Centuries
of digging have turned up nothing. But they were digging in the wrong place. Now, this film proves the
spectacular Hanging Gardens of Babylon did exist, shows us where they were, what they looked like and
how they were constructed.
10:00pm Frontline - Hunting The Nightmare Bacteria
"Nightmare bacteria." That's how the CDC describes a frightening new threat spreading quickly in
hospitals, communities, and across the globe. FRONTLINE reporter David Hoffman investigates the
alarming rise of untreatable infections: from a young girl thrust onto life support in an Arizona hospital,
to a young American infected in India who comes home to Seattle, and an uncontrollable outbreak at the
nation's most prestigious hospital, where 18 patients were mysteriously infected and six died, despite
frantic efforts to contain the killer bacteria. Fueled by decades of antibiotic overuse, the crisis has
deepened as major drug companies, squeezed by Wall Street expectations, have abandoned the
development of new antibiotics. Without swift action, the miracle age of antibiotics could be coming to
an end. (Next Air 05/07/14 03:00am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm

California's Gold
Repeat of 04/14/14 07:30pm
Lighthouses
Visit a place that very few Californians have ever seen: the St. George Reef Lighthouse, eight miles off
the coast of Northern California, in Crescent City. Join Huell as he is airlifted to the tiny reef which holds
this now-abandoned century old treasure. This one-of-a-kind structure reaches 142 feet in the air and is a
"wave washed" lighthouse--meaning that it takes the brunt of the sea from all sides. This adventure is a
rare treat.
8:00pm Nature - Shark Mountain
Underwater filmmakers Howard and Michele Hall have spent 25 years diving and documenting the most
remote and beautiful underwater locations, always learning something new about the fantastic creatures
that live there. Yet even these remote places and creatures are at risk in today's world, and being able to
share their experiences with the rest of us is increasingly important to the Halls, and to us. They take us
along on the dive of a lifetime, to a tiny outpost 300 miles off the coast of Central American - Shark
Mountain.
9:00pm Nova - Why Sharks Attack
In recent years, an unusual spate of deadly shark attacks has gripped Australia, resulting in five deaths in
10 months. At the same time, great white sharks have begun appearing in growing numbers off the
beaches of Cape Cod, Massachusetts, not far from the waters where Steven Spielberg filmed the ultimate
shark fright film, Jaws. What's behind the mysterious arrival of this apex predator in an area where
they've rarely been seen for hundreds of years? Are deadly encounters with tourists inevitable? To
separate fact from fear, NOVA teams up with leading shark experts in Australia and the United States to
discover the science behind the great white's hunting instincts. Do sharks ever target humans or is each
attack a tragic case of mistaken identity? Can a deeper understanding of shark senses lead scientists to
design effective deterrents and help prevent future attacks? With shark populations around the world
plummeting, scientists race to unlock the secrets of these powerful creatures of the deep in their quest to
save people -- and sharks.
10:00pm Nazi Mega Weapons - Jet Fighter Me262
Explore the most technologically advanced plane of World War II, the Messerschmitt Me262, a fighter
jet that inspired a revolution in aerial warfare. Learn the remarkable story of an awe-inspiring aircraft, the
subterranean bat-cave where it was built and the battle for air supremacy that decided the fate of the war.
11:00pm Charlie Rose

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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8:00pm This Old House Hour
Months after Superstorm Sandy wreaked historic destruction on the Jersey Shore, Kevin, Norm and
Richard find three homeowners determined, despite the seemingly insurmountable challenges, to stay and
rebuild: stronger, smarter and up out of harm's way. In Bay Head, Point Pleasant, Manasquan and
communities like them along this hard-hit barrier island community, there's nowhere to go but up. In the
second half of the hour, on ASK THIS OLD HOUSE, the 12th season begins with Kevin teaching the
guys how to use Twitter. Tom replaces an old, rusted bulkhead door. Richard discusses several ways to
get hot water without waiting. And the guys ask, "What is it?" (Next Air 05/09/14 01:00am)
9:00pm

Bletchley Circle
Repeat of 05/05/14 02:00am
Uncustomed Goods, Part 2
Millie's import/export sideline leads to her abduction by a crime ring involved in trading perfume,
cigarettes and stockings - and in human trafficking. After her release, Millie is determined to help those
sold into prostitution. Millie, Jean, Lucy and Alice decide to tip off Customs and Excise to intercept a
contraband shipment and catch the traffickers. The women realize there's corruption in the vice squad and
decide to intercept the crime ring themselves, with Jean posing as a potential client. Lucy manages to
memorize Marta's ledger, but it's written in machine code. Returning to Bletchley Park, they locate an old
Enigma machine, break the code and tip off Customs and Excise. But Marta is on to them.
10:00pm Antiques Roadshow
Repeat of 05/06/14 02:00am
Anaheim, Hour Three
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW is in Anaheim, California, where host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Rosie
Sayyah head to Joseff Jewelry to discuss Hollywood costume jewelry. Highlights include an 18th-century
Chinese cinnabar lacquer box that was originally created as gift wrapping and is appraised for $40,000 to
$60,000; a collection of wanted posters found in southern California hotel ledgers, ca. 1900, featuring a
Butch Cassidy wanted circular; and a shadow box attributed to Joseph Cornell that was found in the trash
by the owner's father and could fluctuate in value from $100 to $150,000, depending on authentication.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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Nazi Mega
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7:30pm

California's Golden Parks
Repeat of 04/25/14 07:30pm
Joss House
Huell Howser travels to Weaverville Joss House Historic Park, home to a Taoist Temple of Worship and
the oldest still-in-use Chinese Temple in California.
8:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

Next Air 05/10/14 01:00am

8:30pm

Charlie Rose: The Week

Next Air 05/10/14 01:30am

9:00pm Silk Road Ensemble with Yo-Yo Ma: Tanglewood Revis
This documentary takes the viewer on a behind-the-scenes journey with cellist Yo-Yo Ma, intercut with
performances from his latest tour.
10:00pm Jake Shimabukuro: Life On Four Strings
This program is a portrait of an inspiring and inventive musician whose virtuoso skills on the ukulele
have transformed all previous notions of the instrument's potential. Through intimate conversations with
Shimabukuro, this program reveals the cultural and personal influences that have shaped the man and the
musician. On the road from Los Angeles to New York to Japan, the film captures the solitary life on tour:
the exhilaration of performance, the wonder of newfound fame and the loneliness of separation from
home and family. (Next Air 05/10/14 03:00am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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6:00am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

6:30am

Angelina Ballerina: The Next Steps

7:00am

Curious George

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

Repeat of 05/08/14 08:30am

8:00am

Peg + Cat

Repeat of 05/06/14 09:00am

8:30am

Dinosaur Train

Repeat of 05/08/14 09:30am

9:00am

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

Repeat of 05/04/14 04:30pm

9:30am

Victory Garden's Ediblefeast

10:00am This Old House

Repeat of 05/08/14 11:00am

Repeat of 05/03/14 10:30am

10:30am This Old House
11:00am Ask This Old House
11:30am Hometime
12:00pm Woodwright's Shop
12:30pm P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
1:00pm

Grand View

1:30pm

Best of the Joy of Painting

2:00pm

Sewing with Nancy

2:30pm

Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting

3:00pm

Things Green with Nick Federoff

3:30pm

Motorweek

4:00pm

Immense Possiblities

4:30pm

Above The Line

5:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

5:30pm

Forum, The

6:00pm

Classic Gospel

Repeat of 05/08/14 07:30pm

7:00pm Lawrence Welk Show - Mother's Day
Host: Mary Lou Metzger. This black and white classic show aired for the first time in 1956. Buddy
Merrill plays "Blue Suede Shoes" in a tribute to the latest rage, Elvis Presley. All four very young
Lennon Sisters sing an a capella version of "Kentucky Babe" and Rocky Rockwell will tickle your funny
bone on "When I Take My Sugar To Tea". Alice Lon teams with Buddy Hayes for the "Birds and the
Bees" and Aladdin joins the Lennon Sisters for "The Shifting Whispering Sands". This is a classic
program not to be missed.
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8:00pm Primary Concern
Primary Concern is a film that provides a deeper understanding of the challenges impacting our nation's
healthcare system due to the looming shortage of primary care physicians in the United States. Through
an intimate look into the lives of physicians and their communities in rural Georgia, the issues
surrounding this dire situation become personal, sparking concern and action to address this major
national problem. As the film details the precarious health care precipice in America in all its
complexities, it also shares the profound stories of doctors who are on the front lines serving their
communities with compassion and perseverance against enormous odds.
9:00pm Well Read - Greg Bear, Hull Zero Three
Sci-fi luminary Greg Bear's latest books touches on themes of interstellar travel and starship design.
9:30pm Film School Shorts - Risky Business
A Doctor's Job (UCLA) and Teleglobal Dreamin' (Tisch Asia): Dr. Ramon Moran is an ER physician and
cab driver. Set in Peru, Ramon picks up a fare that will radically change his day. Written, directed by
Julio O. Ramos. Rosa is a Filipina telemarketer with a crush on Dale, a corporate-trainer from
Hollywood. After learning he's an actor, Rosa presses to be his guide around town. Word about Dale's
'fame' spreads quickly, until an unexpected turn of events changes things dramatically. Directed, written
by Eric Flanagan.
10:00pm Just Seen It
On this episode of Just Seen It, we review LOCKE, the new thriller starring Tom Hardy, and BELLE, the
historical drama about a mixed race woman living in 18th century England. Next we check out JOE,
Nicolas Cage's latest project, which finds him teaming up with Pineapple Express director David Gordon
Green. Finally we round things out with the return of Jack Bauer in 24: LIVE ANOTHER DAY.
10:30pm On Story - A Conversation with Brian Helgeland
Brian Helgeland, the creative force behind 42, LA CONFIDENTIAL, MYSTIC RIVER, and A
KNIGHT'S TALE, shares his experience as a screenwriter, director and producer, along with the ups,
downs and left turns of the filmmaking industry. Accompanied by the short film HECTOR IS GONNA
KILL NATE, from Ari Issler about a basketball student that rolls into his High School gym looking for
revenge.
11:00pm Austin City Limits - Jack White
White Stripes leader Jack White performs in support of his solo LP Blunderbuss.

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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12AM

12:30

Nature: Shark
Mountain

1:00

1:30

Nova: Why
Sharks Attack

2:00

2:30

Frontline:
Hunting The
Nightmare
Bacteria

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Independent Lens: A
Katmai:
Charlie
Washington
Fragile Trust:
Alaska's
Rose:
Week with
Plagiarism, Power, and
Wild
The
Gwen Ifill
Jayson Bla
Peninsula
Week

6:00am

Sesame Street

Repeat of 05/08/14 10:00am

7:00am

Curious George

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

8:00am

Younger You with Dr. Howard Murad

9:30am

Is It Me Or My Hormones? with Marcelle Pick

Repeat of 04/27/14 12:00pm

11:00am Dash Diet with Marla Heller Ms, Rd

Repeat of 04/27/14 10:30am

12:30pm Brainchange with David Perlmutter, Md

Repeat of 04/13/14 09:30am

2:00pm

Young for Life

3:00pm

Religion & Ethics Newsweekly

3:30pm

McLaughlin Group

4:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

4:30pm

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

5:00pm

Moyers & Company

5:30pm

Healthy Body, Healthy Mind

6:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

6:30pm

Aviators

Repeat of 05/11/14 05:00am

7:00pm Road Trip - Bakersfield
Bakersfeild is Huell's next Road Trip where he samples Basque food, visits a Tule Elk reserve and tours
country music legend Buck Owen's Crystal Palace.
8:00pm Call The Midwife
Sister Julienne calms an anxious new mother who has put her baby in grave danger. Jenny returns from
the Mother House restored and is seconded to The London. Impressed at first with the facilities and
efficiency, she soon begins to see cracks in the establishment, especially when her patient suffers
complications and she's stopped from looking after her. Chummy is upset to learn that her mother has
walked out on her father, leaving Lady Browne penniless. As Dr. Turner and Shelagh continue the
adoption process, they uncover a devastating secret. Trixie struggles to hide her disappointment when
Tom cancels a date.
9:00pm Masterpiece Classic - Mr. Selfridge, Season 2 - Part 7
Harry's secret service contact does him a favor. Mae and Loxley cross swords. LeClair gets good news and bad.
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10:00pm Secrets of Chatsworth
Over five centuries, Chatsworth Estate has been passed down through 16 generations of the Cavendish
family and is presently the home of the current 12th Duke of Devonshire and his family. We discover the
stories throughout its 500 years that have shaped the history of Chatsworth into the acclaimed and
distinguished house it has become today. So rich are some of the tales, they have even caught the
imagination of Hollywood, The Duchess was the story of Lady Georgiana Spencer and her ill-fated
marriage to the the 5th Duke, although their marriage was a great dynastic match, their personalities were
entirely unsuited and they lived together with Lady Elizabeth Foster, Georgiana's close friend in a
menage a trois. Chatsworth even links to American President, John F Kennedy who came to visit his
sister, Kathleen Kennedy after she was tragically killed in a plane crash and buried in the grounds of
Chatsworth. Kathleen was married to Billy Cavendish, son and heir to the 10th Duke of Devonshire. So
how does it really feel to live and work in such an opulent house with so much colorful history? We take
a look behind the doors of the house and stroll around the vast gardens and estate, talking to the Duke
and Duchess to find out the real truth behind Chatsworth. (Next Air 05/12/14 02:00am)
11:00pm Woodsongs - Janie Fricke with the Roys Plus The Matt Flinner T

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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12AM

12:30

Call The
Midwife

1:00

1:30

Masterpiece
Classic: Mr.
Selfridge,
Season 2 - Part
7

2:00

2:30

Secrets of
Chatsworth

3:00

3:30

Yo-Yo Ma: on
the Silk Road

4:00

4:30

Jake
Shimabukuro:
Life On Four
Strings

5:00

5:30

Pioneers of
Television:
Acting Funny

7:30pm California's Gold - World War II
Learn two fascinating, yet obscure, California footnotes to World War II: a German-made crane which is
the largest self-propelled floating crane berthed at Long Beach Naval Shipyard, and an incident involving
a Japanese submarine that shelled the oil fields of Ellwood in Santa Barbara County in 1942.
8:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Richmond, Hour One
In Richmond, Virginia, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Reid Dunavant
travel to the Virginia Museum of Fine Art to talk about silver coffee and teapots. Highlights include a
late19th - century Albert Neuhuys watercolor that was bought by a very young collector for $2.00 and is
now valued at $1,000 to $1,500; a 1982 UNC championship signed basketball featuring teammates
Michael Jordan, James Worthy, Sam Perkins and more; and an early 20th-century Alice R. H. Smith
watercolor that originally belonged to the owner's mother, a close family friend of the artist, now
appraised for $85,000.
9:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Cats & Dogs
Whether it's a ceramic dog or a painted cat, this special is chock full of appraisals featuring felines and
canines - in sculpture, on canvas and in many other forms. Take a look at an original "Hush Puppy"
mascot, dog portraits and one "naughty cat" bronze.
10:00pm Independent Lens - Let The Fire Burn
On May 13, 1985, a longtime feud between the city of Philadelphia and controversial radical urban group
MOVE came to a deadly climax. By order of local authorities, police dropped military-grade explosives
onto a MOVE-occupied rowhouse. TV cameras captured the conflagration that quickly escalated and
resulted in the tragic deaths of 11 people (including five children) and the destruction of 61 homes. It was
only later discovered that authorities decided to "...let the fire burn." Using archival news coverage and
interviews, first-time filmmaker Jason Osder brings to life one of the most tumultuous and largely
forgotten clashes between government and citizens in modern American history.
11:30pm Ribbon of Sand
The famed Outer Banks of North Carolina are a slim and moving line of sand in the open Atlantic. Many
travelers think they know these islands -- but south of Ocracoke Inlet there rises a luminous bar of sand
60 miles in extent, with no roads, no bridges, no hotels: the wild beaches of Cape Lookout, one of the
few remaining natural barrier islands in the world. "Ribbon of Sand" examines this seascape and the
transitory islands doomed to disappear. The film features quotes by environmental pioneer Rachel Carson
as interpreted by actress Meryl Streep.
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12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

Antiques
Tavis Tavis
Roadshow: Cats
Smiley Smiley
& Dogs

2:00

2:30

Antiques
Roadshow:
Richmond,
Hour One

3:00

3:30

Call The
Midwife

4:00

4:30

Masterpiece
Classic: Mr.
Selfridge,
Season 2 - Part
7

5:00

5:30

Secrets of
Chatsworth

7:30pm California's Gold - Hard to Get To
A unique adventure to two of California's rarely seen natural wonders: the Bristlecone Pine, the oldest,
continuously living thing on this planet found in the White Mountains of the Eastern Sierra, and
magnificent Le Conte Falls deep in the rocky and steep terrain of Yosemite National Park.
8:00pm Coming Back with Wes Moore - Coming Back
In episode one, host Wes Moore explores the questions surrounding the difficulty with the process of
coming back from war. He meets Chris Phelan who was able to successfully translate his experience in
the military to a career as a police officer. He is also raising his two- year-old daughter River by himself,
while his wife, Star Lopez, serves as a lawyer at the Afghan Embassy preparing to return home herself.
When Andy Clark returned from war, he and his wife were faced with their son's diagnosis with autism
and the costs of his care. Feeling financial pressure, Andy decides to accept a position as a military
contractor that requires him to be in Afghanistan for months at a time. Letrice Titus works as a counselor
in the Canandaigua VA Hospital where all the calls to the VA Veterans Crisis Line are routed. And Brad
Farnsley is at a Warrior Transition Unit, a system established by the Army in 2007 to assist with the
transitioning of soldiers they deem medically or psychologically unready for either duty or discharge.
Anxious to return to his family for good, Brad is stuck by the complicated bureaucracy and his discharge
date remains a mystery.
9:00pm Frontline - United States of Secrets, Part One
Last year, Edward Snowden downloaded tens of thousands of top-secret documents from a highly secure
government computer network. The revelations that followed touched off a fierce debate over the
massive surveillance operations conducted by the National Security Agency. Now, FRONTLINE
investigates the secret history of the unprecedented surveillance program that began in the wake of
September 11th and continues today. Through exclusive interviews with intelligence insiders, cabinet
officials and government whistle-blowers, part one reveals how the U.S. government came to monitor the
communications of millions of Americans and to collect billions of records on ordinary people around
the world. (Next Air 05/14/14 03:00am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

Coming Back
Tavis Tavis
with Wes
Smiley Smiley Moore: Coming
Back

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

Frontline: United States of
Secrets, Part One

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Ribbon
of Sand

7:30pm

California's Gold
Repeat of 04/21/14 07:30pm
Firefall
It's a California's Gold Classic. Huell investigates a onetime California tradition, the Yosemite Firefall.
8:00pm Nature - Leave It to Beavers
A growing number of scientists, conservationists and grass-roots environmentalists have come to regard
beavers as overlooked tools when it comes to reversing the disastrous effects of global warming and
world-wide water shortages. Once valued for their fur or hunted as pests, these industrious rodents are
seen in a new light through the eyes of this novel assembly of beaver enthusiasts and "employers" who
reveal the ways in which the presence of beavers can transform and revive landscapes. Using their skills
as natural builders and brilliant hydro-engineers, beavers are being recruited to accomplish everything
from finding water in a bone-dry desert to recharging water tables and coaxing life back into damaged
lands.
9:00pm Nova - Escape from Nazi Alcatraz
Colditz Castle, a notorious prisoner of war camp in Nazi Germany, was supposed to be escape-proof. But
in the dark days at the end of World War II, a group of British officers dreamt up the ultimate escape
plan: in a secret attic workshop, they constructed a two-man glider out of bed sheets and floorboards.
Their plan was to fly to freedom from the roof of the castle, but the war ended before they could put it to
the test. Now a crack team of aerospace engineers and carpenters rebuild the glider in the same attic
using the same materials, and they'll do something the prisoners never got a chance to try: use a bathtub
full of concrete to catapult the glider off the roof of the castle. As the hair-raising launch 90 feet up draws
near, the program explores the Colditz legend and exposes the secrets of other ingenious and audacious
escapes. Then, after a 70-year wait, the team finally finds out if the legendary glider plan would have
succeeded.
10:00pm Nazi Mega Weapons - Fortress Berlin
April 1945. Hitler is in the center of Berlin, 10 meters underground, surrounded by four-meter thick
concrete walls, safe from any air attack the Allies can throw at him. But the Russians are advancing on
the ground: the Red Army is lined up along the Oder River and going for the Fuhrer. Blocking the way
are rings of ingenious defenses, kill zones and strong-points that have turned Berlin into a fortress. At the
heart of this fortress is the Fuhrerbunker.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

Tavis Tavis Nature: Leave It
Smiley Smiley
to Beavers
7:30pm

2:00

2:30

Nova: Escape
from Nazi
Alcatraz

Forum, The

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

Coming Back
Nazi Mega
with Wes
Weapons:
Moore: Coming
Fortress Berlin
Back

5:00

5:30

Secrets of
Chatsworth

Next Air 05/17/14 05:30pm

8:00pm This Old House Hour
Norm tours the Bay Head, New Jersey, revetment project with Thacher Brown; the Bay Head house is
raised from the second floor structure. Kevin finds Carlos amid some setbacks trying to get the Point
Pleasant house off the ground, and Richard helps Rita say goodbye to her Manasquan house before it's
torn down. Norm gets a lesson on FEMA zones and foundations from structural engineer Pat Cronin. In
the second half of the hour, on ASK THIS OLD HOUSE, Roger builds a garden bed for chili pepper
plants in New Mexico. Richard repairs a leaky toilet with a worn-out flange. And the guys ask, "What is
it? (Next Air 05/16/14 01:00am)
9:00pm

Coming Back with Wes Moore
Repeat of 05/15/14 04:00am
Coming Back
In episode one, host Wes Moore explores the questions surrounding the difficulty with the process of
coming back from war. He meets Chris Phelan who was able to successfully translate his experience in
the military to a career as a police officer. He is also raising his two- year-old daughter River by himself,
while his wife, Star Lopez, serves as a lawyer at the Afghan Embassy preparing to return home herself.
When Andy Clark returned from war, he and his wife were faced with their son's diagnosis with autism
and the costs of his care. Feeling financial pressure, Andy decides to accept a position as a military
contractor that requires him to be in Afghanistan for months at a time. Letrice Titus works as a counselor
in the Canandaigua VA Hospital where all the calls to the VA Veterans Crisis Line are routed. And Brad
Farnsley is at a Warrior Transition Unit, a system established by the Army in 2007 to assist with the
transitioning of soldiers they deem medically or psychologically unready for either duty or discharge.
Anxious to return to his family for good, Brad is stuck by the complicated bureaucracy and his discharge
date remains a mystery. (Next Air 05/16/14 03:00am)
10:00pm Antiques Roadshow
Repeat of 05/13/14 02:00am
Richmond, Hour One
In Richmond, Virginia, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Reid Dunavant
travel to the Virginia Museum of Fine Art to talk about silver coffee and teapots. Highlights include a
late19th - century Albert Neuhuys watercolor that was bought by a very young collector for $2.00 and is
now valued at $1,000 to $1,500; a 1982 UNC championship signed basketball featuring teammates
Michael Jordan, James Worthy, Sam Perkins and more; and an early 20th-century Alice R. H. Smith
watercolor that originally belonged to the owner's mother, a close family friend of the artist, now
appraised for $85,000.
11:00pm Charlie Rose

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

Tavis Tavis This Old House
Smiley Smiley
Hour

2:00

2:30

Secrets of
Chatsworth

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

Coming Back
with Wes
Nature: Leave It
Moore: Coming
to Beavers
Back

5:00

5:30

Nova: Escape
from Nazi
Alcatraz

7:30pm California's Golden Parks - Shasta
When most people think of Shasta Lake, they imagine themselves on a houseboat enjoying California's
largest manmade reservoir. With 365 miles of shoreline it is a boaters paradise. What most people don't
think about is the massive structure that is responsible for holding back the water that creates Shasta
Lake. We're talking about 3,460 feet long and 602 feet high Shasta Dam which, is a perfect example of
"California's Gold." Construction of the dam started in 1938 and ended in 1945. The spillway is the
largest manmade waterfall in the world - three times the height of Niagara Falls. Shasta Dam has the
second largest mass of any dam in the United States. In this adventure, Huell and Luis get a behind the
scenes look at this engineering marvel. Miles of tunnels and millions of gallons of water make for an
exciting day, but there is another aspect to the Shasta Dam - the human element. It is the people who built
the dam, the people that poured concrete 24 hours a day for 5 1/2 years and the countless other jobs that
make this structure such a gem. Huell meets several of the original dam workers and listens to their
stories about the glory days of Shasta Dam.
8:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

Next Air 05/17/14 01:00am

8:30pm

Charlie Rose: The Week

Next Air 05/17/14 01:30am

9:00pm American Masters - Plimpton! Starring George Plimpton As Himself
American Masters showcases the remarkable life of famed participatory journalist George Plimpton:
writer, editor, amateur sportsman, actor and friend to many. The documentary is both a chronicle of one
of the last century's most intriguing characters, as well as a cinematic adaptation of his nuanced and
funny literary style. Using Plimpton's own narration, interviews with friends, family and contemporaries,
and previously unseen archival material, the film creates a compelling portrait of a one-of-a-kind person
who lived fully, strangely and incredibly. Plimpton co-founded and worked as the editor of The Paris
Review for 50 years; hung out with U.S. Presidents; played quarterback for the Detroit Lions; got Willie
Mays to pop out in Yankee Stadium; photographed Playboy models; played goalie for the Boston Bruins;
performed with the New York Philharmonic; acted alongside John Wayne, Warren Beatty and Matt
Damon; and authored more than 15 books, including Paper Lion. Sharing these experiences and more,
Plimpton! Starring George Plimpton as Himself is about football, literature, magazines, fireworks,
hockey, movies, presidents, lawn chairs, geniuses, and the true tall tale that brought them all together.
Directed, written and produced by Tom Bean and Luke Poling.
10:30pm I Create
This program follows young artists from diverse backgrounds and distant regions as they apply to the
Young Arts program, come together to share their work, create new pieces, and consider what a life in
the arts might entail. This program serves as a companion piece to "Jazz Roots: Jazz and the
Philharmonic" by providing background and context for the careers of many of the concert's performers,
whose talents Young Arts recognized and nurtured early on. (Next Air 05/17/14 03:30am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

Charlie
Washington
Tavis Tavis
Rose:
Week with
Smiley Smiley
The
Gwen Ifill
Week

2:00

2:30

3:00

American Masters:
Plimpton! Starring
George Plimpton As
Himself

3:30

I
Create

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Nazi Mega
This Old House
Weapons:
Hour
Fortress Berlin

6:00am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

6:30am

Angelina Ballerina: The Next Steps

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 05/15/14 08:00am

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

Repeat of 05/15/14 08:30am

8:00am

Peg + Cat

Repeat of 05/15/14 09:00am

8:30am

Dinosaur Train

Repeat of 05/13/14 09:30am

9:00am

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

Repeat of 05/11/14 04:30pm

9:30am

Victory Garden's Ediblefeast

10:00am This Old House

Repeat of 05/15/14 11:00am

Repeat of 05/10/14 10:30am

10:30am This Old House
11:00am Ask This Old House
11:30am Hometime
12:00pm Woodwright's Shop
12:30pm P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
1:00pm

Grand View

1:30pm

Best of the Joy of Painting

2:00pm

Sewing with Nancy

2:30pm

Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting

3:00pm

Things Green with Nick Federoff

3:30pm

Motorweek

4:00pm

Immense Possiblities

4:30pm

Above The Line

5:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

5:30pm

Forum, The

6:00pm

Classic Gospel

Repeat of 05/15/14 07:30pm

7:00pm
Lawrence Welk Show - Salute to the Armed Forces
Host: Jack Imel. Jack Imel does his hosting duties from the Veterans Memorial Museum in Branson,
MO. This show is also a tribute to Jack's skill as a producer/choreographer, with highly creative numbers
that range from "How Ya Gonna Keep 'Em Down On The Farm" and "Alley Cat" to "Pack Up Your
Troubles" and "Jack Is Every Inch A Sailor".

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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8:00pm Shelter Me
SHELTER ME - Episode 1, hosted by Actress Katherine Heigl, is an uplifting film about shelters pets
improving the lives of those who adopt them. This family-friendly series celebrates the human-animal
bond with positive stories about shelter pets. In this film, we see the journey of two stray dogs, from the
day they are picked up on the streets and brought to the shelter until the day they become a beloved
family pet. We go inside a women's prison where inmates train shelter dogs to become service animals
for people with disabilities. We also show how shelters pets are helping our returning war veterans cope
with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Every year, 3-4 million dogs and cats are euthanized in
America's shelters. Shelter Me focuses on the success stories to bring more people into their local shelters
to give these incredible animals a second chance. Shelter Me is a series about redemption, hope, helping
others and making a difference.
9:00pm Well Read - Greg Martin, Stories for Boys
Greg Martin's father tried to kill himself. The reason? To hide a secret he'd hidden from his family for
decades.
9:30pm Film School Shorts - Creature Comforts
Caterwaul (CalArts) and Josephine and the Roach (USC): An aging fisherman seeking closure over the
death of his wife develops an unusual relationship with a lobster. A short film by Ian Samuels. A surreal,
offbeat story about a cockroach who falls in love with the woman whose apartment he infests. They make
beautiful music together, but her brutish husband stands in the way of their happiness. A short film by
John Langager.
10:00pm Just Seen It
10:30pm On Story - Writing The Fantastical: A Conversation with David
David Magee discusses adapting FINDING NEVERLAND and LIFE OF PI, and how he approached
translating such imaginative worlds for the screen. Followed by THE RETURN, Jeremy Mackie's short
film about a college graduate who's literally scared off the scene of his first job.
11:00pm Austin City Limits - Vampire Weekend/Grizzly Bear
ACL presents indie rock with Vampire Weekend and Grizzly Bear. Vampire Weekend plays songs from
its latest Modern Vampires of the City, while fellow New York act Grizzly Bear highlights its album
Shields.
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Sunday, May 18, 2014
12AM

12:30

Nature: Leave It
to Beavers

1:00

1:30

2:00

Nova: Escape
from Nazi
Alcatraz

2:30

3:00

3:30

Frontline: United States of
Secrets, Part One

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Charlie
Washington
Ribbon
I
Rose:
Week with
of Sand Create
The
Gwen Ifill
Week

6:00am

Sesame Street

7:00am

Curious George

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

8:00am

Omni Health Revolution with Tana Amen, Rn & Dr. Da

Repeat of 05/16/14 10:00am

10:00am Hunter-Farmer Healthy Weight Solution with Mark Li
11:30am Celtic Thunder Heritage

Repeat of 04/27/14 01:30pm

1:00pm

Suze Orman's Financial Solutions for You

Repeat of 05/04/14 01:00pm

3:00pm

Religion & Ethics Newsweekly

3:30pm

McLaughlin Group

4:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

4:30pm

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

5:00pm

Moyers & Company

5:30pm

Healthy Body, Healthy Mind

6:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

6:30pm

Aviators

7:00pm

Road Trip - Northeast Corner

Repeat of 05/18/14 05:00am

8:00pm Call The Midwife
As preparations are made for Chummy to nurse her dying mother at home, Jenny feels drawn to help.
While Shelagh and Dr. Turner await news from the Adoption Society, Shelagh pulls out all the stops
when she enters her choir into a competition.
9:00pm Masterpiece Classic - Mr. Selfridge, Season 2 - Part 8
Justice is served, and so is romance - as soldiers return, others leave for the front and all at Selfridges
remain calm and carry on.
11:00pm Woodsongs - Stetson & Cia Plus The Cleverlys
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7:30pm California's Gold - Terra Cotta
Step back in time to the olden days of making pottery the Gladding McBean way. The 118-year-old
company in rural Lincoln, near Sacramento, is the nation's only remaining major manufacturer of terra
cotta. From decorative to functional, McBean's terra cotta is acclaimed for its distinctive style which
graces landmark buildings in big cities and small towns across our state.
8:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Richmond, Hour Two
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW stops in Virginia's capital city, where host Mark L. Walberg attempts to
stump appraiser Sebastian Clarke on Federal-era materials at the Wilton House Museum. Highlights
include a 1765 Thomas Pitts silver epergne that was previously used to hold flowers instead of desserts
and is now valued at $15,000 to $50,000; a Leveille- Rousseau perfume bottle, ca. 1890, bought at a
Virginia flea market for around $20 and now appraised at between $6,000 and $8,000; and a Tiffany &
Co. brooch, ca. 1937, found in the spare-button envelope of a dry cleaning business and valued at
$65,000.
9:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Greatest Gifts
A Louis Comfort Tiffany gift necklace from a husband or a Fender bass guitar as a birthday present -these memorable gifts turned out to be valuable and notable items. This special episode is filled with
appraisals featuring items that guests received as presents and will leave you writing your own holiday
wish list.
10:00pm Independent Lens - God Loves Uganda
This film explores the role of the American Evangelical movement in fueling Uganda's terrifying turn
towards the proposed death penalty for homosexuality. (Next Air 05/21/14 04:00am)
11:30pm Katmai: Alaska's Wild Peninsula
Repeat of 05/11/14 04:30am
Filmmaker John Grabowska reveals the wilderness of the Alaska Peninsula, a cloud-cloaked landscape
where bears outnumber people and the sockeye salmon run is the largest in the world. (Next Air
05/21/14 05:30am)
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7:30pm California's Gold - Center of California
Huell travels in search of the geographic center of our state and in the process visits a whole string of
towns that lay claim to being " the center of California." With the help of locals and a cartographer from
the U.S. Geological Survey, Huell finally locates the exact spot and marks it by planting a state flag.
8:00pm Coming Back with Wes Moore - Fitting In
In episode two, host Wes Moore reflects on the idea of fitting in when you and the home you are
returning to is fundamentally changed by war. Wes follows up with Andy Clark as he prepares to return
to Afghanistan as a military contractor and Brad Farnsley as he struggles to accept his situation at the
Warrior Transition Unit. He also meets Bobby Henline, who's body was more than 40 percent burned
when his Humvee was hit by an IED and has since found himself on stage as a stand-up comedian. But
he still struggles with PTSD, which is making it difficult to cope with his tumultuous family life and
straining his relationship with his wife. Taylor Urruela lost his right leg to an IED two days before he was
set to leave and now has a prosthetic limb. He now attends the University of Tampa to study Sports
Management, while at the same time plans to try out for their baseball team. Earl Johnson is determined
to use the skills he learned in the military to remake his neighborhood - Baltimore's infamous Oliver.
Working with Operation Oliver, he cleans up trash, boards up abandoned homes, and works as a conduit
between the police and drug dealers. But his zealous drive is putting a tremendous strain on his
relationship with his wife, Zina. And his past military service also comes into question, revealing a series
of secrets that even his wife is unaware of.
9:00pm Nazi Prison Break
October 14th 2013 was the 70th anniversary of an event that shook the Nazi party to its core. In east
Poland, at the remote Nazi death camp of Sobibor, 300 Jewish prisoners staged a bloody break out. To
mark the anniversary, this film travels back Sobibor with the last remaining survivors to reveal their
extraordinary story of courage, desperation and determination. The film uses brutally honest dramareconstruction and first hand testimony to reveal the incredible escape story. The multi-layered plot
unfolds like a Hollywood blockbuster -- from the last-minute change to the escape plan forced by an
unexpected arrival of a train load of SS soldiers, to the systematic luring of individual camp guards to
separate locations and different, highly creative deaths, yet every terrible and inspiring moment of this
story is absolutely true. (Next Air 05/21/14 02:00am)
10:00pm Frontline - United States of Secrets, Part Two
In the second part of "United States of Secrets," FRONTLINE explores the role of Silicon Valley in the
National Security Agency's dragnet. As big technology companies encouraged users to share more and
more information about their lives, they created a trove of data that could be useful not simply to
advertisers, but also to the government. The revelations of NSA contractor Edward Snowden would push
Silicon Valley into the center of a debate over privacy and government surveillance. (Next Air
05/21/14 03:00am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Gold - Wooden Boots
They come in all shapes and sizes and many date back to the early part of this century. All have been
lovingly restored by their owners and are meticulously maintained. In short, they're some of the most
beautiful wooden boats ever made. Host Huell Howser gets a close look at these boats as he attends the
24th annual Concours d' Elegance which is dedicated to the preservation and celebration of the wooden
boats that have graced Lake Tahoe since the 1920s. He not only talks with the owners about the rich
history of their individual boats, but goes out on the clear waters of Lake Tahoe for a ride on some of the
fastest boats. It's all part of Wooden Boat Week sponsored by the Tahoe Yacht Club, and after you see
these spectacular boats for yourself, you'll agree they are very much a part of "California's Gold.
8:00pm Nature - The Gathering Swarms
This program looks at some of the most extraordinary swarms on the planet, including a view from inside
a locust swarm, mayflies along the Mississippi, 17-year cicadas, and brine fly hatches over Lake
Victoria. Superswarms of finch-like quelea in Africa merit attempts at control through assaults on their
roosts, while aggressive swarms of silver carp in North American seem able to overcome any kind of
restraint. Dangerous swarms of killer bees, however, can be controlled to the point that they can be worn
as a human bee suit. But beyond the power of sheer numbers, increasingly complex and organized
swarms eventually give rise to swarm intelligence that allows complex decisions to be made.
9:00pm Nova - Bombing Hitler's Dams
In 1943 a squadron of Lancaster bombers staged one of the most audacious raids in history -- destroying
two gigantic dams in Germany's industrial heartland and cutting the water supply to arms factories -with a revolutionary bouncing bomb invented by British engineer Barnes Wallis. Wallis and the pilots of
617 Squadron -- a lively mix of Britons, Australians, Americans and Canadians -- were hailed as heroes
and dealt a mighty blow to the German war machine. In this program, NOVA recreates the extreme
engineering challenges faced by Wallis and the pilots with the aid of six spectacular experiments. A
crack team of experts including dam engineers, explosives specialists, mechanics and aircrew step into
the shoes of the Dambusters and attempt to overcome each obstacle in turn.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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8:00pm This Old House Hour
Kevin gets a look at decimated Mantoloking, New Jersey, with Chris Nelson in a beach rescue vehicle.
The Bay Head home's new first floor is framed, four feet in the air. Helical pull-down micro-pile
technology literally screws the Point Pleasant house in place, as timber piles are driven into the ground
for Rita's new modular home. Bay Head's oldest bakery has rebuilt: It's time to make the crumb cake! In
the second half of the hour, on ASK THIS OLD HOUSE, Richard replaces a leaking kitchen faucet with
a new hands-free model. Kevin explains rechargeable batteries. Roger installs a channel drain in a
driveway to divert rainwater. And the guys ask, "What is it? (Next Air 05/23/14 01:00am)
9:00pm

Coming Back with Wes Moore
Repeat of 05/22/14 04:00am
Fitting In
In episode two, host Wes Moore reflects on the idea of fitting in when you and the home you are
returning to is fundamentally changed by war. Wes follows up with Andy Clark as he prepares to return
to Afghanistan as a military contractor and Brad Farnsley as he struggles to accept his situation at the
Warrior Transition Unit. He also meets Bobby Henline, who's body was more than 40 percent burned
when his Humvee was hit by an IED and has since found himself on stage as a stand-up comedian. But
he still struggles with PTSD, which is making it difficult to cope with his tumultuous family life and
straining his relationship with his wife. Taylor Urruela lost his right leg to an IED two days before he was
set to leave and now has a prosthetic limb. He now attends the University of Tampa to study Sports
Management, while at the same time plans to try out for their baseball team. Earl Johnson is determined
to use the skills he learned in the military to remake his neighborhood - Baltimore's infamous Oliver.
Working with Operation Oliver, he cleans up trash, boards up abandoned homes, and works as a conduit
between the police and drug dealers. But his zealous drive is putting a tremendous strain on his
relationship with his wife, Zina. And his past military service also comes into question, revealing a series
of secrets that even his wife is unaware of. (Next Air 05/25/14 04:00am)
10:00pm Antiques Roadshow
Repeat of 05/20/14 02:00am
Richmond, Hour Two
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW stops in Virginia's capital city, where host Mark L. Walberg attempts to
stump appraiser Sebastian Clarke on Federal-era materials at the Wilton House Museum. Highlights
include a 1765 Thomas Pitts silver epergne that was previously used to hold flowers instead of desserts
and is now valued at $15,000 to $50,000; a Leveille- Rousseau perfume bottle, ca. 1890, bought at a
Virginia flea market for around $20 and now appraised at between $6,000 and $8,000; and a Tiffany &
Co. brooch, ca. 1937, found in the spare-button envelope of a dry cleaning business and valued at
$65,000.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Golden Parks - Lassen Volcanic National Park
Huell goes National in this episode of California's Golden Parks as he visits Lassen Volcanic National
Park. Lava flows, jagged craters and steaming sulphur vents make up some of Lassen's breathtaking
landscape.
8:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

Next Air 05/24/14 01:00am

8:30pm

Charlie Rose: The Week

Next Air 05/24/14 01:30am

9:00pm In Performance at the White House - Women of Soul
From the East Room of the White House, the President and Mrs. Obama welcome Aretha Franklin, Patti
LaBelle, Janelle Monae, Jill Scott, Melissa Etheridge, Tessanne Chin and Ariana Grande to perform the
songs made famous by generations of those remarkable women of soul that overcame adversity through
the power and passion of their music. (Next Air 05/24/14 02:00am)
10:00pm In Performance at the White House: Red, White - Memphis Soul
President and Mrs. Obama host a celebration of the timeless classics of "Memphis Soul" in this special
taped in the East Room of the White House. The all-star concert honors the memorable soul sounds from
the mid- to late-1960s that came from Memphis, Tennessee, and legendary labels like Stax-Volt Records,
which featured artists such as Al Green, Mavis Staples, Carla Thomas, Otis Redding and many more. The
evening pays homage to Memphis, a segregated city in the 1960s, where many whites and blacks
nonetheless came together to make soulful music, a mix of gospel and potent rhythmic grooves - known
as Memphis Soul. (Next Air 05/24/14 03:00am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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6:00am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
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Angelina Ballerina: The Next Steps

7:00am

Curious George

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

8:00am

Peg + Cat

Repeat of 05/21/14 09:00am

8:30am

Dinosaur Train

Repeat of 05/21/14 09:30am

9:00am

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

Repeat of 05/18/14 04:30pm

9:30am

Victory Garden's Ediblefeast

10:00am This Old House

Repeat of 05/22/14 11:00am

Repeat of 05/17/14 10:30am

10:30am This Old House
11:00am Ask This Old House
11:30am Hometime
12:00pm Woodwright's Shop
12:30pm P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
1:00pm

Grand View

1:30pm

Best of the Joy of Painting

2:00pm

Sewing with Nancy
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Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
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Things Green with Nick Federoff
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Repeat of 05/22/14 07:30pm

7:00pm Lawrence Welk Show - Concert in the Park
Host: Guy Hovis. In a romantic outdoor setting, Guy and his wife, Sis host this week's show. The show
opens with "In The Good Old Summertime" and features songs from "The Music Man" including
"Goodnight My Someone" by Kathie Sullivan and "Lida Rose" with Bobby & Elaine and a barbershop
quartet.
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8:00pm Shelter Me - Second Chances
SHELTER ME is an inspiring series that celebrates shelter pets with uplifting stories. Episode 3, "Shelter
Me: Second Chances," hosted by Edie Falco shows how these pets improve people's lives when given the
opportunity. The first story is about incarcerated juveniles whose lives are changed by their interaction
and connection with shelter dogs. The detention center is adjacent to a public animal shelter. Dogs are
paired up with the kids who are then responsible for training and taking care of them 24/7. The dogs are
then adopted by people in the community at a ceremony inside the prison. The kids are forever changed.
They learn empathy, responsibility and other life skills. Renowned street poet, Steve Connell, performs
an original piece about shelters being a place of hello, not a place of goodbye. This moving piece, filmed
in an empty shelter, shows a world of possibilities when people get involved with their local shelters. We
conclude this powerful episode with a professional photographer teaching volunteers and the public how
to take a great picture of a shelter pet. This fun, upbeat segment shows why taking great photos can make
all the difference in getting people to visit their local shelter and adopt a new family member. Every year,
3-4 million dogs and cats are euthanized in America's shelters. Shelter Me focuses on the success stories
to show what happens when these incredible animals are given a second chance. Shelter Me is about
hope, helping others and making a difference.
9:00pm Well Read - Guy Gavriel Kay, River of Stars
From one of the biggest names in fantasy fiction, an epic of prideful emperors, nomadic invasions, and a
woman battling to find a new place for women in the world.
9:30pm Film School Shorts - Strange Bedfellows
The Passage of Mrs. Calabash (AFI) and The Girl and the Fox (Savannah College of Art and Design): On
an overnight train journey, a young woman and a retired professor exchange stories. Told in reverse, their
deepest secrets are revealed. A short film by Scott Tuft. A family living in the wilderness discovers a fox
has been killing their livestock. The young daughter has no choice but to track down the animal in order
to ensure their survival. A short film by Tyler J. Kupferer.
10:00pm Just Seen It
10:30pm On Story - Breaking Bad: A Conversation with Vince Gilligan
Vince Gilligan, creator of the AMC hit series Breaking Bad, reflects upon the show's hyper-serialized
storytelling, along with his inspirations and influences. Accompanied by Victor Nores' short film,
Euthanas Inc., about an old lady whose family wishes to no longer be burdened by her presence, and her
plans to grant them an unexpected change of scene.
11:00pm Austin City Limits - Mumford and Sons/Flogging Molly
Contemporary folk rock takes the stage with Mumford & Sons and Flogging Molly. Mumford & Sons
perform cuts from their hit album Sigh No More, as well as new tunes. Flogging Molly hits highlights
from their career.
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6:00am

Sesame Street

7:00am

Curious George

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

8:00am

Unleash The Power of the Female Brain with Dr. Dan

Repeat of 05/23/14 10:00am

10:00am Heal Yourself: Mind Over Medicine with Lissa Ranki
11:30am Celtic Thunder Mythology
1:30pm

Younger You with Dr. Howard Murad

3:00pm

Religion & Ethics Newsweekly

3:30pm

McLaughlin Group

4:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

4:30pm

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

5:00pm

Moyers & Company

5:30pm

Healthy Body, Healthy Mind

6:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

6:30pm

Aviators

Repeat of 05/11/14 08:00am

Repeat of 05/25/14 05:00am

7:00pm Road Trip - Southeast Corner
Huell continues his adventure to all five, yes five, corners of California.
8:00pm National Memorial Day Concert
Joe Mantegna and Gary Sinise co-host the 25th anniversary broadcast of the NATIONAL MEMORIAL
DAY CONCERT, a night of remembrance honoring the service and sacrifice of our men and women in
uniform, their families at home and all those who have given their lives for our country. They are joined
by an all-star line-up in performance with the National Symphony Orchestra under the direction of top
pops conductor Jack Everly. Featuring a unique blend of uplifting musical performances and dramatic
readings, the program airs from the West Lawn of the U.S. Capitol before a concert audience of hundreds
of thousands, millions more at home, as well as to our troops serving around the world on the American
Forces Network. Mantegna and Sinise, two acclaimed actors who have dedicated themselves to veterans'
causes and supporting the troops in active service, are co-hosting for the ninth consecutive year. (Next
Air 05/25/14 09:30pm)
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9:30pm National Memorial Day Concert
Repeat of 05/25/14 08:00pm
Joe Mantegna and Gary Sinise co-host the 25th anniversary broadcast of the NATIONAL MEMORIAL
DAY CONCERT, a night of remembrance honoring the service and sacrifice of our men and women in
uniform, their families at home and all those who have given their lives for our country. They are joined
by an all-star line-up in performance with the National Symphony Orchestra under the direction of top
pops conductor Jack Everly. Featuring a unique blend of uplifting musical performances and dramatic
readings, the program airs from the West Lawn of the U.S. Capitol before a concert audience of hundreds
of thousands, millions more at home, as well as to our troops serving around the world on the American
Forces Network. Mantegna and Sinise, two acclaimed actors who have dedicated themselves to veterans'
causes and supporting the troops in active service, are co-hosting for the ninth consecutive year. (Next
Air 05/26/14 12:00am)
11:00pm Woodsongs - Folk Uke Plus Blackie and the Rodeo Kings
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7:30pm California's Gold - Weedpatch
Many "Okies" fled the Dust Bowl in their jalopies with signs reading "California or Bust." Out of
options, they often ended up at the " Weedpatch camp," a federal labor and living camp for migrant
workers in Kern County. Huell visits this historic camp, later immortalized in John Steinbeck's "Grapes
of Wrath," and talks with both the "Okies" who grew up there and the Latinos who now call it home.
8:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Richmond, Hour Three
While ANTIQUES ROADSHOW is in Richmond, Virginia, host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Gary
Sullivan visit Colonial Williamsburg to discuss tall case clocks. Highlights include a collection of
Langston Hughes-signed first editions, bought at an estate sale for a dollar per book, now valued at
$8,000 to $10,000; a 1935 Bride of Frankenstein pressbook, featuring many of the graphics used for the
film's top posters; and an 1890 Frank Henry Shapleigh oil painting that was purchased for the look of the
frame is appraised for $50,000 to $70,000.
9:00pm Death and the Civil War: American Experience
From filmmaker Ric Burns, "Death and the Civil War" explores an essential but largely overlooked
aspect of the most pivotal event in American history. With the coming of the Civil War and the
staggering casualties it ushered in, death entered the experience of the American people as it never had
before -- permanently altering the character of the republic, and the psyche of the American people. The
work of contending with death on an unprecedented scale propelled extraordinary changes in the inner
and outer life of Americans-- posing challenges for which there were no ready answers when the war
began -- challenges that called forth remarkable and eventually heroic efforts as Americans worked to
improvise new solutions, new institutions, new ways of coping with death on an unimaginable scale.
Based on Drew Gilpin Faust's groundbreaking book, This Republic of Suffering -- and broadcast in
conjunction with the 150th anniversary of Antietam, the bloodiest day in American history -- the film
tracks the increasingly lethal arc of the war, from all but bloodless opening, through the chaos of Shiloh,
Antietam, and Gettysburg -- down through the struggle, in the war's aftermath, to cope with an American
landscape littered with the bodies of hundreds of thousands of soldiers, many unburied, most
unidentified.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Gold - Oil
Huell finds out how oil made Kern County great, visiting the vast Midway-Sunset Field which is the top
oil-producing field in the lower 4 8 states and the West Kern Oil Museum in Taft, which has one of the
last huge wooden derricks in existence. Huell's last stop is the site of the Lakeview Gusher, which at the
turn of the century was the largest gusher in the United States.
8:00pm Coming Back with Wes Moore - Moving Forward
In episode three, host Wes Moore highlights the drive veterans often have of finding a new mission.
Revisiting Taylor Urruela, his immediate mission is succeeding in the competitive tryouts for the
University of Tampa baseball team, despite the fact that he's missing a leg. He is also finding meaning in
Vet Sports, an organization he co- founded that helps veterans socialize through playing a variety of
sports. Bobby Henline is still on his new mission of helping others through his comedy, but his PTSD is
still interfering with his home life. His personal mission is to overcome this and fix his relationship with
his family. Earl Johnson, whose lies have caught up with him in the previous episode, struggles to keep
his mission of revitalizing the Oliver. Tammy Duckworth, currently a Congresswoman from Illinois, was
a helicopter pilot in Iraq and the survivor of a crash that caused her to lose both of her legs. In honor of
those who saved her, Tammy now has a mission to continue serving the public and be a voice for her
fellow vets. Finally, Wes meets Stacy Pearsall who was a war photographer who was hit by an IED in
Iraq and now suffers with mild brain damage. Though she was told she'd never be able to be the
photographer she once was, she now travels the country taking portraits of veterans as part of the
Veteran's Portraits Project.
9:00pm D-Day Uncovered
This program charts the vital statistics behind D-Day. It asks what it took to launch the greatest invasion
in history. The film examines the numbers behind the operation taking in everything from strategy to
logistics; probability analysis to operational decisions. It conveys the enormous scale of the operation
through innovative visualization, such as LiDAR scanning of the Normandy beaches which is accurate
enough to be used as forensic data by the police. These include the defenses above and below ground
which means that an accurate 3D model of the invasion will be able to be built. For example, over 5,000
ships delivered 30,000 military vehicles and 160, 000 soldiers onto the beaches. Although there was 80
miles of coastline to aim for, only 5 miles of beach could be landed on and once on shore the men and
machines had to pass through the eye of a needle -- a series of narrow exits whose total width measured
80 yards. (Next Air 05/28/14 02:00am)
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10:00pm Frontline - To Catch A Trader
In just over two decades, Steven A. Cohen has amassed a gigantic fortune: a sprawling 35,000-squar-foot mansion on Connecticut's gold coast; a $62-million beach house in the Hamptons, and several New
York apartments, including a $115-million midtown duplex -- all of them furnished with some of the
world's most expensive art. How did he do it? From small-time options trader to King of Wall Street
hedge fund managers, FRONTLINE investigates Cohen and his company, SAC Capital, and other Wall
Street characters with never-before-seen video and incriminating FBI wiretaps. The film is a crime drama
with a cast of colorful characters: from cheating traders with their "Mr. Whisper" sources to some of the
most respected figures in American business. To date, the government has convicted 76 people of
securities fraud and conspiracy. Will Cohen be the next to fall? FRONTLINE tracks an ongoing sevenyear investigation into the largest insider trading scandal in U.S. history. (Next Air 05/28/14 03:00am)

11:00pm Charlie Rose
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12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

Coming Back
Tavis Tavis
with Wes
Smiley Smiley Moore: Moving
Forward

2:00

2:30

D-Day
Uncovered

3:00

3:30

Frontline: To
Catch A Trader

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Death and the Civil War:
American Experience

7:30pm

California's Gold
Repeat of 04/28/14 07:30pm
Blue Angels
They're one of the most famous air squadrons in the world -- serving as positive role models and
goodwill ambassadors not only for our Navy, but for our country. We're talking about the Blue Angels
who, since first formed in 1946, have been demonstrating their flying skills and maneuvers to literally
millions of spectators each year. And for over 3 0 years the Blue Angels have been a part of "California's
Gold." Since 1967 the squadron has spent the winter at Naval Air Facility, El Centro, training pilots and
new crew members. The good weather and open spaces make this a perfect place to practice and, over the
years, squadron members have become a welcome part of the community in Imperial County during their
three months of intensive preparation for the 70 air shows they fly each season. On this particular
adventure host Huell Howser accepts an invitation to spend a couple of days with the Blue Angels and
ends up not only watching them train, but actually gets to go up with them in an F/A18 Hornet for the
ride of a lifetime. Huell also meets former Blue Angel pilots who talk about the "good old days," and
visits with local citizens who talk about the pride the community of El Centro feels in having the
squadron there each winter. All in all, it's a fast-paced, high- powered, high altitude adventure in search
of "California's Gold."
8:00pm Nature - American Eagle
Unique to North America, the bald eagle is the continent's most recognizable aerial predator, with a
shocking white head, electric yellow beak and penetrating eyes. In the 1960s, this symbol of the United
States became an emblem of environmental degradation, as the pesticide DDT and other human pressures
brought it to the brink of extinction. Following their protection as an endangered species, bald eagles
have come roaring back. Photographed by three-time Emmy-winning cinematographer Neil Rettig, this
first-ever HD hour on bald eagles focuses on the drama of the nest. Even in the best of times, it's a
surprisingly tough struggle to maintain a one-ton home and raise chicks until they can hunt on their own.
This is an intimate portrait of these majestic raptors' lives in the wild.
9:00pm Nova - D-Day's Sunken Secrets
On June 6, 1944, the Allies launched the biggest armada in history to invade the Normandy beaches and
liberate Europe from the Nazis. In less than 24 hours, more than 5,000 ships crossed the English Channel,
along with thousands of tanks and landing craft and nearly 200,000 men. Throughout the operation
hundreds of ships sank running the gauntlet of mines and bunkers, creating one of the world's largest
underwater archaeological sites. Now, NOVA has exclusive access to a unique collaboration between
military historians, archaeologists, and specialist divers to carry out the most extensive survey ever done
of the seabed bordering the legendary beachheads. Dive teams, submersibles, and underwater robots
discover and identify key examples of the Allied craft that fell victim to German shellfire, mines and
torpedoes. The team uses the latest 3D mapping tools to plot the relics on the sea floor. Highlighting the
ingenious technology that helped the Allies overcome the German defenses, "D-Day's Sunken Secrets"
unfolds a vivid blow-by-blow account of the tumultuous events of D-Day and reveals how the Allies'
intricate planning and advanced technology was vital to assure the success of the most ambitious and
risky military operation ever launched.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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Thursday, May 29, 2014
12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

Tavis Tavis
Nature:
Smiley Smiley American Eagle
7:30pm

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

Nova: D-Day's Sunken Secrets

Forum, The

4:00

4:30

Coming Back
with Wes
Moore: Moving
Forward

5:00

5:30

D-Day
Uncovered

Next Air 05/31/14 05:30pm

8:00pm This Old House Hour
Seaside Heights, New Jersey, in a race for survival, is scrambling to bring the pier and boardwalk back;
at the Bay Head project, mechanical roughs and new mahogany decking on the porch. In Point Pleasant,
a compact Italian concrete crusher makes quick work of an old slab for new fill onsite. Richard learns
how the Manasquan house is built in the factory, in less than a week! In the second half of the hour, on
ASK THIS OLD HOUSE, Tom visits Seattle where he helps a homeowner install a new, pre-hung front
door. Roger shows how to use big containers for screening and shading in a backyard. And the guys ask,
"What is it?" (Next Air 05/30/14 01:00am)
9:00pm

Coming Back with Wes Moore
Repeat of 05/29/14 04:00am
Moving Forward
In episode three, host Wes Moore highlights the drive veterans often have of finding a new mission.
Revisiting Taylor Urruela, his immediate mission is succeeding in the competitive tryouts for the
University of Tampa baseball team, despite the fact that he's missing a leg. He is also finding meaning in
Vet Sports, an organization he co- founded that helps veterans socialize through playing a variety of
sports. Bobby Henline is still on his new mission of helping others through his comedy, but his PTSD is
still interfering with his home life. His personal mission is to overcome this and fix his relationship with
his family. Earl Johnson, whose lies have caught up with him in the previous episode, struggles to keep
his mission of revitalizing the Oliver. Tammy Duckworth, currently a Congresswoman from Illinois, was
a helicopter pilot in Iraq and the survivor of a crash that caused her to lose both of her legs. In honor of
those who saved her, Tammy now has a mission to continue serving the public and be a voice for her
fellow vets. Finally, Wes meets Stacy Pearsall who was a war photographer who was hit by an IED in
Iraq and now suffers with mild brain damage. Though she was told she'd never be able to be the
photographer she once was, she now travels the country taking portraits of veterans as part of the
Veteran's Portraits Project. (Next Air 06/01/14 04:00am)
10:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Richmond, Hour Three
While ANTIQUES ROADSHOW is in Richmond, Virginia, host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Gary
Sullivan visit Colonial Williamsburg to discuss tall case clocks. Highlights include a collection of
Langston Hughes-signed first editions, bought at an estate sale for a dollar per book, now valued at
$8,000 to $10,000; a 1935 Bride of Frankenstein pressbook, featuring many of the graphics used for the
film's top posters; and an 1890 Frank Henry Shapleigh oil painting that was purchased for the look of the
frame is appraised for $50,000 to $70,000. (Next Air 05/30/14 02:00am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

Tavis Tavis This Old House
Smiley Smiley
Hour

2:00

2:30

Antiques
Roadshow:
Richmond,
Hour Three

3:00

3:30

Nature:
American Eagle

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Nova: D-Day's Sunken Secrets

7:30pm California's Golden Parks - Sutter's Fort
Huell Howser travels to Sutter's Fort State Historic Park in midtown Sacramento. The Park marks the
1839 settlement that would become our state's capital, and play a major role in California history when
gold was discovered nearby in 1848.
8:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

Next Air 05/31/14 01:00am

8:30pm

Charlie Rose: The Week

Next Air 05/31/14 01:30am

9:00pm National Memorial Day Concert
Joe Mantegna and Gary Sinise co-host the 25th anniversary broadcast of the NATIONAL MEMORIAL
DAY CONCERT, a night of remembrance honoring the service and sacrifice of our men and women in
uniform, their families at home and all those who have given their lives for our country. They are joined
by an all-star line-up in performance with the National Symphony Orchestra under the direction of top
pops conductor Jack Everly. Featuring a unique blend of uplifting musical performances and dramatic
readings, the program airs from the West Lawn of the U.S. Capitol before a concert audience of hundreds
of thousands, millions more at home, as well as to our troops serving around the world on the American
Forces Network. Mantegna and Sinise, two acclaimed actors who have dedicated themselves to veterans'
causes and supporting the troops in active service, are co-hosting for the ninth consecutive year.
10:30pm Yellowstone: Land to Life
People come to Yellowstone primarily because of the unusual thermal features and opportunities to view
wildlife, often not realizing they are standing on one of the world's largest active volcanoes. This film
presents an interpretation of the sweeping geologic story of Yellowstone, from glaciation to mountainbuilding to the gigantic caldera of a volcano. "Yellowstone: Land to Life" was filmed over two years in
all four seasons and delves deeply into the significance behind the scenery. It also explores the bonds
between the landscape and biology -- how Yellowstone's geology influences where life exists and how it
evolves. The film also contemplates our connection as well: humankind's relationship to Yellowstone, the
world's first and most famous national park.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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Saturday, May 31, 2014
12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

Charlie
Washington
Tavis Tavis
Rose:
Week with
Smiley Smiley
The
Gwen Ifill
Week

2:30

3:00

3:30

Death and the Civil War:
American Experience

4:00

4:30

D-Day
Uncovered

5:00

5:30

This Old House
Hour

6:00am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

6:30am

Angelina Ballerina: The Next Steps

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 05/29/14 08:00am

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

Repeat of 05/29/14 08:30am

8:00am

Peg + Cat

Repeat of 05/29/14 09:00am

8:30am

Dinosaur Train

Repeat of 05/28/14 09:30am

9:00am

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

Repeat of 05/25/14 04:30pm

9:30am

Victory Garden's Ediblefeast

10:00am This Old House

Repeat of 05/29/14 11:00am

Repeat of 05/24/14 10:30am

10:30am This Old House
11:00am Ask This Old House
11:30am Hometime
12:00pm Woodwright's Shop
12:30pm P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
1:00pm

Grand View

1:30pm

Best of the Joy of Painting

2:00pm

Sewing with Nancy

2:30pm

Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting

3:00pm

Things Green with Nick Federoff

3:30pm

Motorweek

4:00pm

Immense Possiblities

4:30pm

Above The Line

5:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

5:30pm

Forum, The

6:00pm

Classic Gospel

Repeat of 05/29/14 07:30pm

7:00pm Lawrence Welk Show - All Time Favorites
Guest: JoAnn Young. Filled with the fans favorite songs, the show opens with "Music, Music, Music"
and sets the mood for a look back at some great old songs. Bobby & Elaine dance to the "Champagne
Waltz", Myron plays "Tico, Tico", and Norma sings a reverent version of "Climb Every Mountain".
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8:00pm Smartest Team: Making High School Football Safer
Head injuries in youth and high school football pose daunting challenges, ones that sensational media
coverage has many parents believing are insurmountable. Add in a culture resistant to change, too many
coaches still teaching players to block and tackle using their heads, players unwilling to report
concussions, and a sport in which, despite new laws, new technology and new tests, concussion
identification and management remains haphazard, and parents are left wondering what can be done to
improve safety.
9:00pm Well Read - Christa Parravani, Her
A heart-wrenching memoir of the author's struggle after losing her identical twin sister Cara to suicide.
9:30pm Film School Shorts - Together Alone
WILL (CalArts) On 9/11, a young girl wishes she could go back in time. Winner of a Student Academy
Award. Directed by Eusong Lee. Under (Columbia University) A recovering drug addict and her fiance
journey to a remote country cabin so she can get clean. Winner of a Student Academy Award. Written
and directed by Mark Raso.
10:00pm Just Seen It
10:30pm On Story - Frank Darabont: Filmmaker's Journey
Frank Darabont, writer and director of such classics as The Shawshank Redemption, The Green Mile and
The Mist, discusses adapting works by Stephen King and keeping his characters at the core of the story.
Followed by Jeffrey DeChausse's short film, Anniversario, trailing a woman's visit to her two favorite
hairdressers on the day of her 45th wedding anniversary for what becomes the most important makeover
of their lives.
11:00pm Austin City Limits - Miranda Lambert/Jeff Bridges
ACL showcases the best in modern country with Miranda Lambert and Jeff Bridges. The multiple awardwinning Lambert performs her greatest hits, followed by actor Bridges in his music television debut.
(Next Air 06/01/14 11:00pm)
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DAYTIME LINE-UP
MONDAY - FRIDAY
6:00am

Clifford The Big Red Dog

6:30am

Martha Speaks

7:00am

Arthur

7:30am

Wild Kratts

8:00am

Curious George

8:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

9:00am

Peg + Cat

9:30am

Dinosaur Train

10:00am Sesame Street
11:00am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
11:30am Super Why!
12:00pm Sid The Science Kid
12:30pm Thomas & Friends
1:00pm

Sit and Be Fit

1:30pm

Cyberchase

2:00pm

Super Why!

2:30pm

Dinosaur Train

3:00pm

Fetch! with Ruff Ruffman

3:30pm

Martha Speaks

4:00pm

Arthur

4:30pm

Wordgirl

5:00pm

Wild Kratts

5:30pm

Nightly Business Report

6:00pm

BBC World News

6:30pm

PBS Newshour
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